Background: Cancer of unknown primary (CUP) is the fourth most common cause of cancer death. With advanced diagnostics and treatments, we investigated the proportion of cancers diagnosed as CUP, treatment outcomes and association with socioeconomic disparities.
Cancer of unknown primary (CUP) is the seventh or eighth most frequent malignancy in various parts of the developed world. Historically, it has accounted for 3-5% of all malignancies, and was the fourth most common cause of cancer-related death Pentheroudakis, 2010, 2012) .
A diagnosis of CUP should be limited to patients with histological confirmation of metastatic cancer, in whom a standard diagnostic approach does not reveal a primary tumour (Pavlidis and Pentheroudakis, 2012) . The CUP is recognised as being a heterogeneous entity with a wide variety of presentations, and is usually characterised by aggressive or unpredictable behaviour and a poor prognosis (Morris et al, 2010) . In addition, a diagnosis of CUP may be associated with significant psychological distress for the patient (Abbruzzese et al, 1995; Boyland and Davis, 2008) .
Given the poor prognosis, uncertain treatment and psychological stress associated with a diagnosis of CUP, much research has been invested into diagnostic strategies, such as gene expression profiling (Bridgewater et al, 2008) , to determine the primary site and guide management. However, in spite of these improvements in diagnostic investigations and possibly even management of CUP, there is little literature describing the changing patterns of CUP diagnosis and prognosis over time in the United States (Muir, 2006) and even less data describing socioeconomic disparities in this cohort (Muir, 1995; Fong et al, 2008) . This study aimed to describe the recent trends in CUP diagnoses in a large US cohort, with a particular focus on socioeconomic disparities and factors correlated with survival.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data sources. Patients with cancer and those with CUP were identified from the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) program of the National Cancer Institute. The SEER program is a comprehensive source of population-based data in the United States, based on tumour registries that cover an B26% of the US population and 42 800 000 patients. Individual patient data was collected from the SEER 17 registries between 1973 and 2008. The SEER 9, 13 and 17 registries were used to retrieve the age-standardised (to the 2000 US standard population) incidence of CUP in the years 1973-1991, 1992-1999 and 2000-2008, respectively.
Study population and inclusion criteria. Patients with CUP were defined as those patients for whom the primary site was classified as 'unknown primary site' (ICD-O-3 code 80.9) and active followup data (excluding autopsy-only cases) was available. To minimise possible confounding from synchronous or metachronous cancer diagnoses, patients with multiple primaries were excluded. Patients with haematological malignancies (ICD-03 codes 9590/3-9989/3) were excluded. As only 94 patients (and 2 being squamous cell carcinoma (SCC)) were recorded in SEER as having isolated, anatomically specified lymph node involvement (ICD-O-3 codes C77.0-77.5) with the above inclusion/exclusion criteria, these were not included in our analysis. With respect to analysis of carcinoma by subtype, the following ICD-03 codes were used: adenocarcinoma (8140-8389); SCC (8050-8089); carcinoma not otherwise specified (NOS; 8010-8049) and neuroendocrine (8240/3, 8241/3, 8243/3, 8244/3, 8245/3, 8246/3 and 8249/3) . Patients who did not have a histological confirmation were included in the survival analysis. The majority of these patients (95%) had a histological classification of NOS.
Study variables. Available data in the SEER files included year of diagnosis, histology, tumour grade, use of radiotherapy as part of first treatment and demographic factors (sex, age at diagnosis, race, marital status, poverty and educational status). The proportion of patients with CUP was defined as the number of patients with CUP divided by the number of patients with all types of nonhaematological cancers.
Education status was defined by the percentage of people having at least a bachelor's degree registered as a county attribute in the SEER. This data was extracted for all non-haematological cancer cases with active follow-up in the years 1990-99 and 2000-2008 , and was divided into quartiles. Poverty was categorised into three groups based on the median regional income: affluent (o10%), middle (10-19.9%) and poor (X20%; Singh et al, 2003) .
The survival duration after cancer diagnosis was measured in months and was restricted to patients with carcinomas (adenocarcinoma, SCC, neuroendocrine and carcinoma NOS). To ensure that those who did not survive a full month after diagnosis (and thus represent those with the poorest prognosis) were included in the analysis; patients coded in the SEER data set as having a survival time of zero were assigned a survival time of one half-month according to standard methods (Koepsell and Weiss, 2003) . The multivariate analysis was limited to CUP patients diagnosed after 1990, as education and poverty status are not recorded in SEER for the period [1973] [1974] [1975] [1976] [1977] [1978] [1979] [1980] [1981] [1982] [1983] [1984] [1985] [1986] [1987] [1988] [1989] . The numbers lost to follow-up was o5%, as SEER registries must meet or exceed a 95% follow-up rate.
Statistical analyses. Statistical analyses were performed using SEER*Stat 7.0.5 (Surveillance Research Program, National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD, USA) and STATA 12.1 (STATA Corp, College Station, TX, USA). Overall survival was described using the Kaplan-Meier method from the date of diagnosis to the date of death from any cause. The effects of demographical, pathological and treatment variables on multivariate analyses were tested using the Cox proportional hazards model. Patients who had missing data were excluded from the multivariate analysis. A two sided P-valueo0.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS

Trends in incidence and proportion of patients with CUP
Demographics. The demographic details, treatment and outcome data for the 106 641 CUP patients identified in the SEER database are outlined in Table 1 .
Diagnosis of CUP. Both the incidence and proportion of CUP have decreased over time, with the former only beginning to decline after 1980 (Figure 1 ). Over the study period, the proportion of CUP decreased to a greater extent than the incidence of CUP. From 1973 to 2008, the proportion of CUP decreased by 51% and the incidence decreased by 30%. Since 2007, the proportion of cancers diagnosed as CUP has fallen below 2%.
Despite recommendations that CUP can only be classified after histological confirmation, a pathological diagnosis of carcinoma was confirmed in only 78% of patients (n ¼ 80,822). This did not change considerably from the 1970s to the 2000s, (76.5% vs 77.1%, respectively). For those who survived o1 month, only 56.9% of patients were histologically confirmed. In comparison, 88.2% of patients who survived for at least 3 months did have a pathological diagnosis.
Socioeconomic disparities in the diagnosis of CUP. The proportion of cancer cases diagnosed as CUP decreased over time within all subgroups analysed. However, disparities between different socioeconomic groups are evident.
Gender. Females represent the majority of CUP patients (52.2%), except in the squamous cell histology group (32.6%). The proportion of cancers diagnosed as CUP according to gender has changed over time (Figure 2 ). In the early years of analysis, the proportion was slightly greater in males, but since 1987, the proportion has been consistently greater in females. Females were also less likely to have pathological confirmation of their disease (75.6% vs 80.1% in males, Po0.001).
Race. The proportion of CUP was higher in blacks than in whites throughout the study period ( Figure 2 ). However, there was no significant difference between the proportion of CUP in blacks living in affluent areas and the general white population (2066 vs 2172 vs 1952 cases per 100 000 cancers in affluent blacks vs all whites vs affluent whites, respectively). There were no major differences in the rate of pathological confirmation by race (77.4%, 79.0% and 79.7% in whites, blacks and others, respectively).
Socioeconomic factors. Since the mid-1990s, the proportion of CUP cases was lower in areas of higher education and affluence, compared with less educated and poorer areas (Figure 2 ).
A pathological confirmation was also more common in the more affluent (78.6% vs 74.3% in poor, Po0.001) and better educated (79.2% vs 73.7% in least educated, Po0.001) areas.
Age. The proportion of CUP was consistently higher in patients 65 years and older compared with those younger than 65. However, both age groups recorded a decrease in the proportion of cancers diagnosed as CUP over time ( Figure 3 ). Since 1994, the proportion of cancers diagnosed as CUP fell below 2% in patients under 65 years old, whereas the proportion of CUP continue to remain above 2.5% among those older than 65. When adjusting for age, disparities in the proportion of CUP diagnoses by level of education and affluence remained (data not shown). The elderly were also less likely to have pathological confirmation (71.3% vs 90.8%, Po0.001).
Survival of patients with CUP. The median survival of all CUP carcinoma patients was 3 months (range 0-430 months), with no improvement in the median survival over time in the overall cohort. The 12-month survival rate of CUP patients was 53% and 48% for SCCs and neuroendocrine carcinomas, respectively, but only 15% for both adenocarcinomas and carcinomas NOS. There was only a minor increase in 5 year survival in non-squamous carcinoma over time (3.9% vs 5.8% for those diagnosed in 1973-1979 and 2000-20008, respectively) survival was limited to SCCs in whom a significant increase from 7 to 25 months was recorded, from the years 1973-1979 to 2000-2008. In contrast, the median survival of adenocarcinomas decreased from 3 to 2 months and for neuroendocrine carcinomas from 18 to 10 months, in the years 1973-1979 and 2000-2008, respectively. There was no change in the median survival of 2 months for CUP NOS. The median survival of patients with a pathological confirmation was 3 months compared with 1 month without pathological confirmation, with no significant differences according to decade of diagnosis. As 95% of those without a histological diagnosis were classified as CUP NOS, we analysed the median survival for CUP NOS separately for those with and without histological confirmation. The median survival of CUP NOS with a histological confirmation was 3 months in [1973] [1974] [1975] [1976] [1977] [1978] [1979] and 2 months in 2000-2008, whereas the median survival of CUP NOS without a histological confirmation was 1 month in both the time periods. Approximately 16% of patients died within 1 month of diagnosis, more commonly among patients without a histological confirmation (34.7% vs 13.1%).
Variables associated with an improved overall survival on multivariate analysis included white race (compared with black); female gender; age o65 years at diagnosis; SCC (compared with non-squamous); a histological diagnosis; currently married (compared with single or previously married); higher education; and radiotherapy, (all Po0.001, Table 2 ). Given grade was only available for 11 929 patients diagnosed since 1990; it was excluded from the multivariate analysis.
The overall survival of black patients diagnosed with CUP was shorter (HR ¼ 1.11, CI ¼ 1.08-1.14, Po0.001). In particular, the median survival of SCC patients improved significantly more in whites compared with blacks. From 1973 From -1979 From to 2000 From -2008 , the median survival of white patients with SCC improved from 7-32 months, compared with a change from 4-8 months in blacks.
Use of RT in CUP. The use of radiotherapy decreased over time with 22% of patients diagnosed in 1973-1979 receiving radiotherapy compared with 16% in 2000-2008. The use of radiotherapy was more common in SCC (53.0% vs 17.5% in non-SCC) and increased over the study period in SCC (48.9% vs 53.4% in 1973-1979 and 2000-2008, respectively Figure 2 . Proportion of CUP diagnoses per 100 000 cancers by socioeconomic factors (gender, race, education and poverty level). Proportion was calculated as a percentage of all cancers diagnosed as CUP within each subgroup per year. Education status was defined by the percentage of people having at least a bachelor's degree registered as a county attribute in SEER. The lowest and highest education quartiles are graphed. Poverty was categorised into three groups based on the median regional income: affluent (o10%), middle (10-19.9%) and poor (X20%). (57.6% vs 43.5%, 62.1% vs 44.3%, 54.6% vs 46.6% and 57.6% vs 50.5%, by gender, age, race and affluence, respectively).
DISCUSSION
To our knowledge, this is the largest study examining trends and socioeconomic disparities in CUP. Our study shows that both the incidence and the proportion of CUP diagnoses have decreased over time, with the latter decreasing to a greater extent with o2% of cancers currently being diagnosed as CUP. In addition, there are significant socioeconomic disparities in the diagnosis, treatment and survival of patients with CUP. The trends in CUP incidence in the United States are similar to previously reported non-US studies but the peak incidence in the US population occurred more than a decade before similar peaks in Australia and Sweden (Luke et al, 2008; Shu et al, 2012) . This may reflect differences in the widespread use of newer diagnostic techniques, or alternatively may suggest differences in biology and risk factors for cancer (such as rates of smoking) between the populations. This low incidence is comparable to other recently published papers (Randén et al, 2009; Brustugun and Helland, 2013) .
In contrast to the initial increase in CUP incidence, our results show a steady decrease in the proportion of CUP from the beginning of the study period. One possible explanation for this greater reduction in proportion compared with the incidence is an improvement in diagnostic techniques. This is supported by reports of greater rates of ascertaining a primary site with the use of more sophisticated immunohistochemistry (Oien, 2009) , better imaging, such as combined computer tomography and positron emission tomography scans (Sève et al, 2007; Kwee and Kwee, 2009 ) and modern gene expression profiling (Hainsworth et al, 2013) .
Furthermore, the fact that there is a greater proportion of CUP diagnoses in certain groups such as older patients, blacks, less affluent and those with lower education may be reflective of limited access to modern diagnostic tests. This is in keeping with Australian data showing that the rate of diagnosis of CUP is highest amongst indigenous Australians (Luke et al, 2008) . The fact that blacks in affluent areas have rates similar to whites suggests that the biological differences between races per se do not fully explain these disparities. Moreover, the more affluent and educated are more likely to have a diagnostic confirmation of cancer, substantiating that socioeconomic factors do impact on the diagnostic workup. This is in keeping with multiple studies highlighting differences in cancer staging procedures between different racial/socioeconomic groups (Merrill et al, 2000 ; Gould et al, 2011) and among the elderly (Wedding and Lichtman, 2013 ).
It is not likely that improved diagnostics will entirely eliminate CUP as an entity, as there remain a proportion of cancer patients where a primary site is not found even after autopsy (Al-Brahim et al, 2005) . However, our results do suggest that some of the discrepancies between the rates of CUP in different socioeconomic groups can be explained by differential access to diagnostic investigations. Such disparities are well recognised (Rachet et al, 2008) and has prompted the American Society of Clinical Oncology to release a set of recommendations to decrease disparities (Moy et al, 2011) . Unless these inequalities are resolved, there is a risk for even greater disparities with the advent of new and costly technologies, such as gene expression profiling, which may influence treatment recommendations and potentially amplify survival differences (Hainsworth et al, 2013) .
One of the striking findings is that the overall prognosis for patients diagnosed with CUP remains poor, with an overall median survival of 3 months. It is noteworthy that only SCCs recorded an improvement in survival. This finding is in contrast to an Australian study where all histological types recorded an improvement over time (Luke et al, 2008) and to many other solid tumours, where improvements in survival have been recorded ( (Edwards et al, 2010; Coleman et al, 2011) . Likewise, recent reviews of CUP report the median survival as ranging from 8 to 12 months (Greco et al, 2012; Lee et al, 2013) , which may be an overestimate of the true value in the general community. One of the strengths of using population-based data is the inclusion of those patients with the poorest prognosis who may not be referred to an academic centre or enrolled onto a clinical trial.
The lack of improvement in the survival over time in patients with non-squamous CUP may actually reflect a type of selection bias. As the proportion of cancers diagnosed as CUP has decreased over time, those remaining without a site of origin may reflect tumours with the poorest prognosis. These patients may then be denied tumour-specific chemotherapy or molecularly targeted therapy, which may further explain the poor outcomes in this group. This is in contrast to the improvement in the survival seen in SCC CUP. This better survival for SCC CUP compared with nonsquamous CUP is similar to a recent report from a Canadian-based population registry . It is difficult to infer causality for the improved survival seen in the SCC subtype, but more aggressive treatment associated with nodal SCC may have a role. It has been demonstrated that a greater percentage of patients with SCC have nodal-only disease (56% vs 32% for adenocarcinoma; Hemminki et al, 2012) and nodal CUP is associated with a better survival (Shu et al, 2012) . As the majority of SCC nodal CUP are diagnosed in the head and neck and inguinal regions, our 5 year survival of 41.1% in the entire SCC group may be comparable to the over 50% 10-year survival of SCC of the head and neck and inguinal region . This would be consistent with data that SCC CUP have similar survival outcomes to SCC Survival (months) 1973-1979 1990-1999 2000-2008 1980-1989 1973-1979 1990-1999 2000-2008 1980-1989 Figure 4. The Kaplan-Meier overall survival curves by histology, divided into SCC and non-SCC.
with known primaries . It is plausible that patients with nodal-only SCC receive more aggressive therapy such as surgery and/or radiotherapy, with the latter being supported by our data. Moreover, the more substantial improvement in SCC in whites compared with blacks parallels an increase in the use of RT in whites, suggesting disparities in treatment. Unfortunately, the SEER data does not accurately classify isolated, anatomically specific nodal carcinoma of unknown primary, as highlighted by only 94 patients being recorded as diagnosed with non-heamatological malignancies of specific lymph nodes, such as the head and neck, axilla and inguinal regions. This is in contrast to other databases and should be reviewed by SEER.
As with many population-based analyses, this study has a number of limitations. By its very nature, it is a retrospective study of available data, and given the size of the database there are limits to the clinical relevance of significant P-values. In addition, there is a lack of information about confounders such as patients' co-morbidities, the stage of the cancer, performance status and the use of systemic therapies. Notably, SEER has classified over 20% of patients as CUP without a histological confirmation. This is consistent with other cancer registry data (Tracey et al, 2008) but is in contrast to current definitions of CUP, which require a histological confirmation of metastatic cancer (Pavlidis and Pentheroudakis, 2010) . It is of significant concern that large numbers of patients, particularly from disadvantaged backgrounds have been given a label of CUP without actually having a biopsy that may have revealed a much more treatable cancer or other condition.
From SEER we cannot evaluate the diagnostic workup implemented, but given that over 20% did not have a histological diagnosis, one can postulate that many of these patients had only limited evaluation. One could propose the SEER registry should reclassify 'unknown primary site' into groups, such as 'CUP', for those who have a histological confirmation and a defined minimum diagnostic workup, and 'other' to include other cases, either not histologically confirmed or those with primary site unspecified or not investigated.
In spite of these limitations, this study provides further insight into the heterogeneity of outcomes for patients with CUP and the nature of change that has occurred over time. The proportion of cancers diagnosed as CUP has decreased steadily over time, probably reflecting improved diagnostic investigations. The prognosis of CUP patients is poor but highly dependent on the histological type. The disparities demonstrated in this study highlight the need for policy interventions to ensure that the most vulnerable and disadvantaged patients with CUP have access to all available advances in diagnostic and therapeutic modalities. 
